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Missoula man arrested for March 6 kidnapping, rape
Jessica Wambach
Montana Kaimin

A 24-yearMan admits to
old Missoula
rape, accordman was
ing to case
charged Friday documents
with the rape
and kidnapping of a University of
Montana student which occurred on
March 6.
Brock S. Norling was arrested
Thursday after police connected him
to the weapon used in the assault. He
later admitted to police that he raped

and kidnapped the woman, according
are investigating whether drugs were
to court documents.
involved in the assault.
Norling was charged in Justice
Judge Karen Orzech set bail at
Court with kidnapping,
$500,000 and instructed
rape and assault with a
Norling not to contact the
weapon — all felonies. He
victim.
was also charged with pos“At this point, I think he
session of marijuana and
should avoid contact with
marijuana paraphernalia,
anyone, really,” Van
after police found both in
Valkenburg told the judge.
his home at 1901 S. Eighth
A 21-year-old UM stuSt. W.
dent told police she was
Missoula County
kidnapped at gunpoint on
Attorney Fred Van
Brock S. Norling March 6, by a man she did
Valkenburg said authorities
not know while giving him

a ride from the parking lot south of
Pantzer Hall to where he said his broken-down vehicle was located several
blocks away.
Police say the man then directed the
woman to drive up Pattee Canyon to
Deer Creek Road, where he sexually
assaulted her several times before she
was able to escape from the vehicle
with his gun.
While calls flowed in from people
who thought they had identified someone who matched the composite
sketch of the perpetrator, the Missoula
County Sheriff’s Department used

information taken from the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms to
trace the .45-caliber Colt Revolver
used in the assault to a California man
who owns a house in Hamilton.
When they contacted the man, he
said the weapon had been stolen from
his Hamilton home, probably when a
team from Stat! Disaster Restoration,
a Missoula company, visited his home
to repair flood damage.
The police obtained a list from the
restoration company of the people
See RAPE, Page 8

Rec center assault
still under investigation
Kristen Cates
Montana Kaimin

Rachel Cavanaugh/Montana Kaimin

Eileen Benavidez, or “Tazja Raa,” looks at Afghan jewelry Sunday afternoon at the International Festival held in
the UC. She is dressed elaborately for her performance in an American-tribal style of dance.

Food festival draws a crowd
Lucia Stewart
Montana Kaimin

The world was crammed into the
three floors of the UC on Sunday,
which quickly became stuffed with
sensory overload.
The International Culture and Food
Festival was a whirlwind of faces,
places and food of the world. With
more than 50 groups and 3,000 participants, the gathering is the largest collaboration of multi-cultural organizations at the University of Montana and
in the Missoula community.
It takes four months to coordinate
41 food and display booths, 25 performance groups and an 11-station
Children’s World event, Nellis said.
It can cost as much as $20,000 to
organize and host a festival of this
size, she said.
And then there’s the detailed
kitchen schedule.
“Only being allowed to have 25
people in the kitchen, things can get
quite hectic,” Nellis said.
Behind a set of heavy doors in the
UC was a busy kitchen, simmering
with the sounds of the frying and
reheating of plantains, egg noodles
and tortillas.
The world was brewing in one
kitchen — Bor-bor dumnarp kumow
from Cambodia, bakikas from
Burkina-Fasso, polano from
Bangladesh.
People working on these meals and
others began to prepare for the event
at 7 a.m. on Sunday.
A few sound technicians, scruffy

from an overworked weekend of
preparation, made sure everything was
in order. A woman in a pink shirt
crawled across the floor in front of the
performance stage, dragging wiring in
her hand, as a man with an armful of
microphones teetered past.
Rapid cell-phone conversations in
foreign languages, spattered with
English, echoed throughout the UC.
Brimming crock pots, disposable
utensils and full Tupperware containers sat in piles atop half-dressed
tables.
Men in skirts and women in scarves
hustled to get everything in order.
This was all before noon.
“It is amazing what people put into
this festival,” said Mary Nellis, food
and booth coordinator. “It is an amazingly huge undertaking.”
And once the doors opened, it did
not take long for navigation through
the world’s foods and cultures to
become sticky and tricky.
Lines quickly formed around corners. Empty space was filled with
people feasting. The hype and energy
of the bazaar quickly became a whirlwind of colorful commotion.
Situated near the door, the African
food booth sold out within an hour.
“There were people coming back
here saying it was the best food they’d
had here,” said David Gachigo, president of the African Student
Association. “I’ve been doing this
here for the last three years, and we
have always sold out within two
hours.”
African ugali, matoke and sukuma

wiki flavored visitors’ taste buds while
lingala music — a mix of French and
Bantu language — tickled the ears.
Tea eggs from China, buffalo chili
tacos from a Native American booth
and tandoori chicken from Southeast
Asia were among the afternoon’s delicacies.
“Do we tip these people?” a girl
with a brimming plate asked her partner.
Off in one corner of the UC
Commons, his mouth wide open in
concentration, Dave Westcott moved
his feet to the beat of the music. With
a slight thrust of the hips, he intently
watched the screen overhead as the
young girl next to him was slow to
follow the moves.
A huge success this year was the
Japanese Club’s Dance Dance
Revolution, an interactive video game
where players match rhythm and choreography on a dance pad while following on-screen arrows for dance
steps. Where once hands controlled
the game, now feet are the joysticks.
First released in arcades in Japan,
Dance Dance Revolution quickly
became a national obsession. There
are exhibitions in Japan that revolve
around a Dance Dance Revolution
tournament, where strategy and style
count.
XBox and Playstation 2 released a
home version of the revolutionary
game.
The British Broadcasting Corp. ran
a story on its rise in popularity in
See FOOD FEST, Page 8

Although a
Officials
suspect was
unsure if
arrested and
assault is
charged in the
related to
rape that
March 6 rape
occurred on
March 6, officials are still looking
for more information regarding the
assault of a University of Montana
student on Wednesday.
Det. Guy Baker of the Missoula
Police Department said he is still
investigating the case in which a 21year-old female student said she
was leaving the Rec Center, walking
through the parking lot north of the
building, when a man approached
her and tried to pull her into his
vehicle.
Baker said the incident happened
around 9 p.m. Anyone who was in
the area or exercising in front of the
large windows that look out onto
the parking lot and has information
is encouraged to call at 523-4777.
The man was reported to be in his
20s, of average build, possibly having dark hair and wearing a dark
baseball cap and shirt.
He was driving a mid-90s, darkcolored sedan when he tried to pull
the woman into his car by her clothing, Baker said. The man also
punched the woman in the face during the struggle. She suffered bruising and abrasions. Baker said the
woman was not medically examined.
Police arrested Brock Norling
Thursday in connection with the
March 6 rape and kidnapping.
According to court documents,
Norling admitted to police that he
raped the woman but denied being
involved in the March 10 incident.
However, Baker said his office is
still investigating to see if there is a
connection to Norling in both cases.
“We’re not limiting our search for
a suspect to that one individual,” he
said.
If a connection can be made,
Baker said, charges will be added at
a later date.
Although the woman escaped
rather unharmed from the incident,
Baker said, it’s hard to determine
what would have happened had the
man been successful in abducting
the woman.
“In my professional opinion, if
someone’s going to attempt to force
you into a vehicle, they’re going to
do something to you they can’t do
right there,” he said.

Baker said he encourages students, especially females, to use
caution and be more aware of their
surroundings.
“These types of incidents, which
are stranger-types of abduction, are
rare and cause great concern to the
police department,” he said.
In the meantime, Capt. Jim
Lemcke, assistant director of Public
Safety, said he wants students to be
careful, but he does recognize the
rarity of both incidents.
He said he doesn’t remember
when anything like this has happened at the University in recent
years.
“Even though it only happens
once every 30 years, you’re always
going to wonder when the next one
happens,” he said.
He said the nine Public Safety
officers drive by the parking lots 20
to 30 times a day and drive through
the parking lots several times as
well.
There are two parking officers,
five ticket-writers on foot, maintenance crews who have radios and
the evening escorts.
“Between all of those groups of
people, we’re spread out and cover
the campus well,” Lemcke said.
Occasionally, officers will walk
across campus as well, but those
officers also have to have their vehicles nearby to respond to areas outside of the main campus, and
Lemcke said he recognizes Public
Safety’s limited resources.
“The goal over the last year was
to get more involved in intercampus,” he said. “Due to limited manpower, foot patrol is not possible all
the time.”
But no matter how many officers
there are, Lemcke said there is
always opportunity for crime.
“We try to limit these opportunities,” he said.
After hearing about both incidents, Keri Ann Smith, a sophomore
UM student from Massachusetts,
said she was surprised that the first
abduction happened in broad daylight.
“I just assumed it was at night,”
she said. “It raises my awareness.”
She said she has thought about
carrying protection with her, but in
Massachusetts, she said people have
to have a license in order to carry
any sort of weapon — from pepper
spray to handguns.
“I’m not used to being able to
have stuff like that,” she said. “I’m
thinking about it.”
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Spanish withdrawl from Iraq
would only appease terrorists
In the shadow of the worst terrorist attack ever to hit Spanish
soil, the newly appointed Socialist Party vows to lead the way
out of Iraq, but still wants to keep sight of terrorists’ growing
threats.
On Sunday, Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar’s conservatives
became the first pro-Iraq war government to be voted out of
office. The turn out was high, 77 percent high.
This comes amid bombings and proves terrorist actions are
swaying the decisions people are making, especially in the voting booth. Growing tired of conflict, Spain is heading towards a
Socialist government, but the party’s beginning actions only fuel
the flames of the terrorists.
Prime Minister-elect Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero called the
U.S. - led war on Iraq an “error” and seems to reflect Europe’s
growing apathy toward the war.
“It divided more than it united, there were no reasons for it,
time has shown that the arguments for it lacked credibility and
the occupation has been managed badly,” said Zapatero, quoted
by the AP.
This is true, but look at the numbers.
Currently Spain, the sixth-strongest contingent, has 1,300
troops stationed in Iraq, compared to the U.S.’s 100,000 plus.
This size difference is too substantial to overlook.
Now consider Thursday’s terrorist attack.
Ten bombs were detonated on four different rush-hour trains in
Spain, killing 200 people and wounding 1,647.
More people were injured in the explosions than there are stationed in Iraq. So Spain’s focus may still be on the war but its
concerns should lay within its own country.
A part of the ongoing investigation into Thursday’s attacks has
found evidence they were carried out by Islamic extremists
linked to al-Qaeda. It’s believed that they were punishing Spain
for its involvement in the Iraqi war.
If Spain backs troops out of Iraq, which Zapatero plans to do
by June 30 — the date President Bush has promised to hand over
power to an Iraqi provisional government — then he and his
party will have given into the demands of their bombers.
After the attacks, Spain’s main focus is to apprehend the individuals responsible for this crime and there is no doubt Zapatero
will do so.
Zapatero and his Socialist Party have been against Spain’s
involvement in Iraq, but have had little sway because of the ruling Popular Party’s views.
It is no surprise that once in power they would choose to leave
Iraq unless the United Nations assumes control of multinational
military operations there. The surprise is them giving into the
demands of the terrorists.
Maybe it’s just the timing of events; Spain’s election results,
the train bombings, the Iraq war, but it does feel like the terrorists have won this fight.
-Adam Bystrom, photo editor

M ONTANA K AIMIN

Spain election affirms U.S. unilaterism
ment any more than it rewarded American appeasement of its bombing of the U.S.S. Cole in Yemen.
Donald Rumsfeld put it best when he said appeasing
terrorists is “like feeding an alligator, hoping it eats
you last.”
This turn of events refutes the Democratic Party’s
position that it was wrong for Bush to include images
of 9-11’s aftermath in his campaign ads. Setting aside
Andrew Bissell
the fact that the events of that day were the most
important of, at least, the last 15 years, why should terThe effects of the March 11 Madrid terror attacks
rorist attacks be excluded from campaign discourse
have extended far beyond the crumpled train cars and
when they have such an obvious influence on voter
eviscerated bodies left in the wake of that day’s coorsentiment? True, a recent Gallup poll found 70 percent
dinated assault on the Spanish capital. Outgoing Prime
of Democratic voters prefer a candidate who would
Minister Jose Maria Aznar’s Popular Party had been
“do a good job on the economy” over one who would
heavily favored to retain control of Spain’s parliament
do a good job “protecting the country from terrorism,”
heading into Sunday’s elections; instead, the Socialists
but just because terror is low on the Democrats’ prioribested the Popular Party by 5 percentage points,
ty list doesn’t make it an illegitimate topic of discusenough to place control of the government in the hands sion.
of a coalition of left-wing parties.
Howard Dean certainly had no compunctions about
As evidence implicating al-Qaida in the attacks con- using the Madrid bombings as a debate prop. He went
tinued to mount, Mr. Aznar was blamed for his support on NBC’s “Meet the Press” on Sunday and said, “For
of the U.S. effort in Iraq, which critics and protestors
the president of the United States to assert that we
argued was the impetus for retaliation by Osama bin
were safer because Saddam Hussein is in jail is ludiLaden’s terror network. As an article on the front page
crous, given what happened three days ago in Spain.” I
of the Wall Street Journal noted, “If
suppose Dean just missed the news
the mayhem in Madrid does prove
that Libya abandoned its nuclear
to have been the work of Muslim
program soon after Saddam’s capterrorists, it could mean that Islamist
ture.
radicals have affected the outcome
The tragedy of Sunday’s
Some commentators have dubbed
of an election in a major Western
the Madrid bombings “Spain’s 9-11”
vote
is
that,
far
from
fosdemocracy.” It would also mean
or “3-11.” Would that the Spaniards
tering peace, it will
they had succeeded in picking off
had learned the bitter lessons from
one of America’s foremost allies in
embolden terrorists and the attacks on their soil that Sept. 11
the war on terror.
forced Americans to acknowledge:
encourage further
Spain has been a major partner in
Terrorists cannot be bribed and
the coalition of the willing: It conattacks.
cajoled with silence, inaction or fortributed 1,300 troops to assist U.S.
eign aid and are interested only in
peacekeeping efforts and has gaththe wholesale, calculated slaughter
ered substantial intelligence on alof anyone — including women and
Qaida operatives in Iraq. The new
children — who stands in the way of
prime minister, Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero, has
their pursuit of theocracy. Instead, the lesson they
promised to withdraw these troops if the coalition’s
gleaned seems to be that the United States is an interoccupation of Iraq fails to win the blessing of — surnational pariah, unworthy of assistance or support for
prise! — the United Nations.
fear of retribution by bin Laden’s minions.
The tragedy of Sunday’s vote is that, far from fosterIt’s no wonder, when foreign support for its mission
ing peace, it will embolden terrorists and encourage
in Iraq is so capricious, that America must pursue polifurther attacks. Italy, Poland and the UK are all coalicies derided as “unilateralist.” If nothing else,
tion members with widespread domestic opposition to
Sunday’s vote should be a warning that deference to
the Iraq war, and al-Qaida could try to trigger election
the whims of foreign electorates could give the terrorupsets in these countries with similar politically timed
ists a veto over the very measures we must employ to
strikes.
fight them.
Spain may succeed, by this vote and by withdrawing
from Iraq, in temporarily deflecting the murderous
Andrew Bissell is a junior majoring in economics,
attentions of Islamist terrorists. But such peace as
an NRA member and a chicken-hawk.
Spain can enjoy, as its neighbors suffer terrorism in its
stead, will be on borrowed time. Troops in Iraq or no,
Versus is a weekly column that contrasts liberal
Spain is still a nation of “infidels,” and there’s little
and conservative viewpoints. The columnists are volreason to believe al-Qaeda will reward this appeaseunteers and do not represent the views of the Kaimin.
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Weather
or not

Tuesday, March 16, 2004

Calendar of Events
All This Week

High:
Low:

53
34

Partly Cloudy

I

t’s the 16th, we give up, it’s Spring already. This is pretty early
for the nice weather, too. But Spring also includes those “spring
showers,” so for the next week or so we’re going to see mild temperatures, along with a few rain drops. The mountains may still see
some snow, as well. Really, we can’t even see snow again in the forecast though for the valleys. There ya go, frisbee people. Yahoo.

Kaimin Weather - “Physically inept at all Oval activities”

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page.

The MONTANA KAIMIN
is looking to hire a student
to operate the Kaimin.org Web site.
Applicants must have experience working with
MySQL databases and php.

Play With Me
PARTV Masquer Theatre — 7:30 p.m.
Play - “Uncle Vanya.” Could this be competition for the Kaimin’s own Uncle Luke?
Watch and find out. Tickets $11 for general
admission and $10 for students.

Me Hungry, When We Eat?
Food Zoo — 11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Menu - Family Favorite Day lunch. Aching
to get just a nibble of your favorite pumpkin pie
and mashed potatoes? Well, we have no idea
what they’re serving here, so don’t get your
hopes up too much.

Today, What Do You Say? March 16
Dial “L” for Lecture
Rec Center BiSip Cafe — 5:30
p.m.
Lecture - “Eating on the Go.”
Lecture secret #12: Wearing a bib
works both to trap food and as a
snappy fashion statement. Free to
members young and old.

Kaimarch

Use Science To Make Friends
Gallagher Business Building 122
— 7:00 p.m.
Lecture - Wilderness Lecture Series: “Using
Science and Collaboration to Protect a Regional
Watershed.” Calender Boy used science and
collaboration once to make a clay ashtray in
third grade, but that probably wasn’t as impressive. This lecture is free, yo.
Come Together Now; Let Us Lecture
Davidson Honors College — 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Lecture - Community Lecture Series:
“United States-European Union Cooperation
and Competition: Trade Policy as a Case
Study,” by Joanna Shelton, adjunct faculty
member. Come get your trade policy on, crazy
style. $15/UMAA members, $20/nonmembers.

Film(s) (Multiple Films!)
Liberal Arts Building 11 a.m. — 2 p.m.
Films - “Halfaouine,” “Les
Silences du Palais,” “Un Ete a
Goluette,” and “Transformers the
Movie.” All right, just kidding
about the last one. The films are
from Morocco and Tunisia, and
will be presented by Ida Kummer,
author and scholar.

Alright Stop! Lecture Time!
Gallagher Business
Building 123 — 7 p.m.
Lecture - “Women from the Maghreb on the
Screen: Between Tradition and Modernity.”
Presented by the very same Ida Kummer as the
event above. She’s everywhere! Sponsored by
the Alliance Francaise de Missoula and the
UM’s Department of Modern and Classical
Languages and Literatures.

Wednesday, March 17
Movie Sign!
UC Theater — 7 p.m.
Film - “Multicultural Film Series: “Faat
Kine,” which the Kaimin believes is not a typo,
but rather a foreign word. Free and open to the
public.

Pick up an application in Journalism 207.

Freshly
Baked
you create em’
we bake em’!

• Free Delivery •
call:

531-8430, 531-8431
warm cookies at your door
for your evening cravings

sunday - thursday • 4pm-Midnight

Dr. Gordon Anderson
College of Arts and Sciences Dean Candidate
Visiting Campus for an extended interview March 15 & 16, 2004

OPEN FORUM TO BE HELD:
TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 2004
10:30 A.M.
CONTINUING EDUCATION ROOM 204

Everyone is encouraged to attend and meet the candidate.

LOOKING FOR CAMPUSBASED SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT?
Residential Dorm Counselors: Salary: $2,000 (plus room and board is provided)
Are you a UM student with experience supervising teens in an academic or summer program setting?
We are looking for solid students with a successful academic track record (at least 2.5 GPA and 50
earned credits). Experience working with culturally diverse people is a plus.

Lifetime Sports Instructor: Salary: $950 (30 instructional hours)
Are you a college graduate experienced at teaching, coaching, or planning recreational programs that
extend beyond the traditional basketball and volleyball options? We are looking for an instructor who
can share a passion for lifetime sports with our high school students.
For detailed position descriptions and applications information, call Jon at 243-2219, send an e-mail
query to ubound@selway.umt.edu, or drop by 001 Brantly Hall (U of M) between 8:00am and 4:00pm.

Closing date: April 9 at 4:00 pm
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NEWS
Chandler Melton/Montana
Kaimin

William McKibben, a
former writer for the
New Yorker, delivers
his speech in the
UC Ballroom as part
of the Presidential
Lecture Series.

Every Tuesday 7pm-12midnight

aL dies’
Night

• Cosmo - Mai Tai
• Bloody Mary or Caesar Mary
• Raspberry Stoli w/ anything
• Sex on the Beach
• Vodka Red Bull
• Bud Light, Coors Light or Miller Lite w/
Clamato Juice
• Red Headed Slut
• Captain Morgan - Coke/Diet Coke
• June Bug
(Midori - Malibu Rum, Banana Liquor - Pineapple

All D
rinks

$2 00

Montana Kaimin

Lecturer questions
genetic engineering
Bennett Jacobs
For the Kaimin

In an age where scientists can
genetically alter the size of pigs and
create rabbits that glow in the dark,
serious questions should be raised
about how much humans should alter
their environment.
William McKibben, an environmental writer, addressed some of
these questions as part of the
Presidential Lecture Series Monday
night in the UC Ballroom.
He spent much time on the topic of
genetically altering human embryos,
or creating “designer babies.”
“Who among us doesn’t want our
kids to be intelligent?” McKibben
asked.
But he said that by using human
gene manipulation to create better
humans, people accept the “turning of
human beings into products,” which
he said undermines the humans’ worth
all together.
To illustrate his point, McKibben
used the hypothetical situation of parents using a credit card to upgrade
their unborn child’s genes to make
them smarter or more athletic.
“What happens when you go back
three years later for your second child
(when the technology was better)?”
McKibben asked. “What does that
make your first child?”
He then asked the audience how
many people still use the same computer they did three years ago.

AA Day
Day at
at the
the Beach
Beach
30 Days at
Unlimited
A Day
Tanning for the
$25 Beach
Call
an appointment
or walk-in
A forDay
at the
Beach
3101 S. Russell

Just across footbridge
from U of M

“That makes your first kid
Windows ’95,” McKibben said.
McKibben, who wrote for the New
Yorker from 1982 to 1987, has spent
most of his career arguing more traditional environmental issues such as
global warming, which he spoke
briefly about at his lecture. In 1989,
he published “The End of Nature,” a
book about global warming and other
issues that received international
acclaim. “The End of Nature” has
since been translated into more than
20 languages.
McKibben gave specific examples
of what he believes are effects of
global warming, a disputed phenomena. One case he mentioned is the
plight of an indigenous people in
Bangladesh who in 1998 spent several
months in waist-deep flood waters. He
believes the situation was in part due
to the global and environmental damages caused by Americans.
“If they’re walking around in waist
deep water, somewhere around the
middle of the calf, it’s because of us,”
McKibben said.
McKibben’s newest book,
“Enough: Staying Human in an
Engineered Age,” focuses more on the
issues of genetic engineering.
McKibben said that he is not entirely against genetic engineering, especially in situations where it can alleviate human suffering.
“I don’t have all the answers,” said
McKibben, “But I do have some of
the questions I feel should be raised.”

728-6460

NEWS

Montana Kaimin

Tueday, March 16, 2004
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ASUM president opposes $100 spending limit
Curtis Wackerle
Montana Kaimin

Applications for those who wish
to run for next year’s ASUM
Senate are now available in the

ASUM office. And running for senate is a cheaper process than it used
to be.
This round of elections will be
different from years past because of
an ASUM bylaw adopted at the end

of spring 2003. This new law bars
candidates from spending more
than $100 on their campaigns. The
previous spending limit was $175.
“It makes the process more fair,”
said ASUM Business Manager
Averiel Wolff, who supported the
bylaw change as a member of last
year’s senate.
“Some people can’t afford to
spend even $100 in their campaign.”
ASUM President Aaron Flint,
who said he and Vice President
Gale Price spent about $160 getting
elected last spring, is opposed to
the $100 limit and has drafted a
resolution that would raise that
limit to $250 for students running
in the 2005 elections. The resolution might be voted on during
Wednesday’s senate meeting at the
College of Technology.

Flint said that by raising the
spending limit, candidates will be
able to get their messages out to
more students on campus, thereby
increasing the typically low voter
turnout for ASUM elections.
“If you are happy with 13 percent voter turnout, keep the rules
the way they are,” he said.
Flint cited a U.S. District Court
decision from California that
declared $100 spending limits on
student government campaigns violate the First Amendment.
Flint is so opposed to the $100
spending limit that when asked if
he would encourage candidates to
violate election rules and spend
more on their campaigns, he
replied, “You’re damn right I will.”
But some in the senate questioned whether higher spending
limits would be a good thing for

student campaigns.
Sen. Christian Winkle said without low spending limits a candidate
could buy an election by over-saturating the student body with his or
her name and message.
“I could go out and blow $300
on T-shirts, hand them out all over
campus and I guarantee I’d win in
a landslide.”
Wolff said that $100 is sufficient
for candidates to get their messages
out to students.
“Just go out and talk to people,”
she said. “That doesn’t cost anything last time I checked.”
Reed Perry, who is considering a
run for the presidency, said that he
thought the $250 limit sounded
good.
“This is a pretty big campus.
$100 isn’t much to work with.”

Voted
Missoula’s Best
Serving Missoula
Since 1994

1
BUY REE
1F
T
E
G
E
LATT

Soup • Sandwiches • Beer • Bakery
2 locations

432 N. Higgins (Downtown)
1221 Helen Ave. (1 block off campus)

THURSDAY, MARCH 18TH
TOURING CARS

TOURING CARS

CHAMPION
SE

CHAMPION
SE

all-season, affordable radial

all-season, affordable radial

P15580R13

P17570R13 •

$

19

99

$

26

99

40,000 mile

40,000 mile

limited warranty*
whitewall
price
P18570R13•
$27.99
P17570R14•
29.99
P18570R14
31.99
P19570R14
33.99
P20570R14
34.99
P21570R14
36.99
P20570R15
34.99
P21570R15
37.99
•
P17565R14
30.99
P18565R14•
31.99
P20565R15•
34.99
•blackwall
tread design may vary

limited warranty*
whitewall
price
P16580R13
$22.99
P17580R13
23.99
P18580R13
24.99
P18575R14
26.99
P19575R14
27.99
P20575R14
28.99
P20575R15
29.99
P21575R15
31.99
P22575R15
32.99
P32575R15
34.99

PERFORMANCE CARS

LIGHT TRUCK / SUV

LEMANS
SR

LEMANS
A/T

all-season, s and t-speed rated

all-season, enhanced traction

P18560R14 •

P20575R15

$

3499

$

50,000 mile

affordably priced

all-terrain
white outline
price
P21575R15
$50.99
P22575R15
54.99
P23575R15
56.99
LT23575R15c
70.99
30x9.50R15c
69.99
31x10.50R15c
73.99
32x11.50R15c
79.99
33x12.50R15c
87.99
LT24575R16c
78.99
LT26575R16D
82.99
Call for other sizes

limited warranty*
white letter
price
P19560R14•
$35.99
P19560R15•
37.99
P20560R15•
39.99
P20555R16•
51.99
P21565R15
49.99
P27560R15
59.99
P22570R14
49.99
P21570R15
48.99
P22570R15
50.99
P23570R15
51.99
•blackwall
Call for other sizes

123456789
BLIC
JOHN Q. PU

4999

90 Days Interest Free!
Minimum monthly payment required.

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL!

$

1499

Standard Oil Change includes:
• Install new oil filter • Refill up to five qts. Kendall ®
GT-1 10W-30 motor oil • Lubricate chassis (if applicable)
SAVE THRU MARCH 31st!
Most vehicles. Price includes oil disposal fee.

MODERATED
BY MIKE
HEURING,
DIRECTOR OF
CAREER
SERVICES

PANELISTS
Jennifer Ferenstein,
former President, the National Sierra Club
Mike McInally,
Editor of the Missoulian

Join us and…hear from some alumni who will share their ethical and
leadership stories with you and how their experiences at UM helped
to prepare them to lead successful lives;
meet & network with local alumni.

UC THEATER — NOON TO 1:00 PM
FREE LUNCH PROVIDED! RSVP: 243-5082
THE WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF MONTANA
AND THE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
Presents:
International Career Opportunities
JOIN US FOR AN INFORMAL DISCUSSION ABOUT
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN INTERNATIONAL SERVICE
MEET WITH OUR PANEL FOR AN INFORMAL
QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION
RICHARD ERB
FORMER DEPUTY MANAGING DIRECTOR
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

Ask About our PLUS and PREMIUM Oil Change!

www.ExpertTire.com
Shop fees in the amount of 6% of labor charges, not to exceed $35, will be added to all services; not applicable in California of New York. Specific
product offerings and tread designs may vary. Prices, warranties, Car Service, credit plans and other offers available at ExpertTire. *If you do not
achieve guaranteed mileage, your ExpertTire retailer will replace your tires on a prorated basis. Actual tread life may vary. All warranties apply only
to original owner on originally installed vehicle. See retailer for details, restrictions and copy of each limited warranty. *Finance charges waived on
qualifying Promotional Credit Plan purchases that are paid in full within 90 days. MINIMUM MONTHLY PAYMENT REQUIRED. Regular Rate:
21.84% APR. Delinquency Rate: 24.84% APR. Minimum finance charge: $1.00. Subject to credit approval. See store for details.

139 E. Main St.

Phone: 543-7128
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7am-6pm • Sat. 8am-5pm

MARK JOHNSON
FORMER DEPUTY SECRETARY GENERAL
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17TH, 3:30-5:30 PM
Room 331 UC Center
Call 728-3328 for details
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Montana Kaimin

Lady Griz win Big Sky Championship
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin

As the buzzer
Lorenzen
sounded
named MVP
Saturday night,
for tournathe Lady Griz
ment
leapt from their
chairs in jubilation, and those on the court partially ran, partially hugged, stumbling over each other on their
way to center court.
Senior point guard Brooklynn
Lorenzen jumped into junior
Hollie Tyler’s arms, partially
wrapping her feet around the
Lady Griz center.
Tyler held her 5-foot-5-inch
teammate nearly two feet off the
ground and said with tears forming in her eyes, “Oh, I love you.”
A fan from Oregon wearing a
scribbled-on T-shirt, even fought
his way past security to hug his
old friend, the little Lorenzen,
after the game. It wasn’t long
before a deputy sheriff ejected
him from the court and the
stands.
The Idaho State Bengals, meanwhile, calmly walked to their
chairs and embraced each other,
not with the same tears that
seemed to sparkle under the
Dahlberg Arena lights in the Lady
Griz’ eyes, but with ones that
were spawned from defeat.
In the end, it was a closely
fought game. But Saturday night,
after sweeping the conference
during the regular season, the
Lady Griz won the Big Sky
Conference Championship, 66-62
— their 17th win in a row. The
win guaranteed them a place in
the NCAA tournament.
“I thought it was a really great
basketball game,” head coach
Robin Selvig said during a press
conference after the game. “We
were on the verge of getting away
from them a couple of times.”
With every opportunity the
Lady Griz had to break away, the

Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin

Brooklynn Lorenzen leaps into the arms of senior forward Julie Deming after Saturday night’s 66-62 win over the Idaho State Bengals. The Lady Griz
placed first in the Big Sky Conference tournament and have secured an automatic place in the NCAA Tournament.

Bengals responded, often with
three-point shots, Selvig said.
After an 18-7 Lady Griz run in
the first half, Idaho State left its
senior star, Annie Anderson, in
charge.
With 10:49 left in the half,
ISU’s Heidi Gifford first scored
off a jumper to bring the score to
18-9, then Anderson caught the
ball just outside the left corner of
the three-point line and sunk a
shot, bringing the score to 18-12.
About 25 seconds later she sunk
an identical three-pointer from

Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin

Julie Deming raises a proud No. 1 to the crowd in Dahlberg Arena after
receiving her individual trophy for a first-place finish in the Big Sky
Conference tournament on Saturday.

the same spot and half a minute
later completed two free throws.
With 9:11 in the half, the Idaho
center nearly tied the score at 1817. Astonishingly, those were the
first two three-point shots
Anderson had ever completed in
her college career.
“A couple weeks ago, coach
took the handcuffs off,” she said.
The Lady Griz rallied to end
the half at 38-27, but the Bengals’
rapid scoring and tenacious
defense proved that they could
pull within just a few points in
just a few seconds.
Within the first 10 seconds of
the second half, Idaho State’s
Lindy Whitley nailed a threepointer to give the Lady Griz a
glimpse of what was to come, and
UM responded quickly.
After defenders double-teamed
Tyler, the Lady Griz center
ditched the ball down low to forward Juliann Keller, who had an
easy layup to extend the lead
back to 10 with 19:22 left.
Sophomore guard Katie
Edwards and Tyler completed two
more jump shots, extending the
lead further, but once again the
Bengals used a three-point shooting offense to overpower a Lady
Griz zone defense.
“We like the zone; we liked
seeing zone all year,” said Jon
Newlee, Bengals head coach.
“They couldn’t match up with
Annie along the perimeter.”
With 17:06 left, Anderson completed a layup, and by the 16:00
mark Idaho’s Laraine Barron and
Molly Hays both completed
three-pointers to pull the team
within six.
Lorenzen scored, but Whitley
answered with a three-pointer;
Keller knocked down her own
three, and Hays followed with a
layup.
Overall, the Lady Griz had
eight turnovers and Idaho had 11.
Neither team, however, had many
fast breaks. Instead, they were
simply being pressured until they
cut chances close to the shot

clock.
With 52.6 seconds
left, the Lady Griz
were unable to finish
up before the shot
clock expired, despite
a long jumper about
four feet out of treyland by Lorenzen.
The ball missed the
rim, smacking the
backboard just to the
right of it.
The Bengals
gained possession but
could only muster a
single free-throw
shot by Anderson
until it was UM’s
Edwards’ turn. She
sank two to bring the
score to 65-58, and
Anderson followed
10 seconds later with
a quick layup.
Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin
Lorenzen sank the
first of two free-throw Lady Griz senior point guard, Brooklynn Lorenzen,
is surrounded by Idaho State Bengals as she
shots with 17 seconds attempts a layup. Lorenzen was named tournaleft, enough to put the ment MVP.
Lady Griz in a comAnderson was also awarded allfortable lead.
tournament
honors at the end of
Idaho had the last score when
the
game.
The
Bengal finished
Whitley took a desperation jump
Saturday night’s contest with 22
shot near the buzzer, but Deming
had to only throw the ball back in points and five rebounds. Whitley
also helped the Bengals with 13
bounds for the time to clear and
points and five rebounds, while
the celebration to begin.
Christa Brossman was the only
“When things come together
other Idaho State player to reach
like this in the end,” Deming
double digits with 10 points.
said. “I can’t even describe the
Keller led the Lady Griz with
feeling I have going through me
17 points along with five
right now.”
rebounds. Tyler followed with 14
Deming will be the only Lady
points, and Lorenzen had 13.
Griz player who will be attending
Lorenzen also finished with eight
the NCAA tournament for the
assists and a surprising three
second time — the last occurring
blocked shots, nearly half of her
four years ago when she was a
total all season.
freshman.
The win was the 20th straight
Keller, Tyler and Lorenzen
for UM at home. UM was selectreceived all-tournament honors,
ed as one of the sites for the
while Lorenzen, the Big Sky
NCAA first rounds and will host
Conference regular-season MVP,
the tournament on home ground
also received the MVP award for
this weekend.
the tournament.
The twelfth-seeded Lady Griz
“I never expected to be anywill
face No. 5 Louisiana Tech on
thing like MVP,” Lorenzen said.
March
20 in Dahlberg Arena.
“That was just an extra blessing.”
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Montana Kaimin

Lady Griz to face
Louisiana Tech
When the pairings for the 2004 NCAA Division I Women’s
Basketball Championships were announced Sunday afternoon, the
Lady Griz found themselves looking in a virtual mirror.
Their opponent, the Lady Techsters of Louisiana Tech (27-2), is
a team with an impressive winning streak, a conference MVP and
record-setting coaches.
Handed the 12th seed in the Mideast Region, the Lady Griz will
face the fifth-seeded Lady Techsters on Saturday night in Dahlberg
Arena.
“La” Tech, as it is often referred to, located in Ruston, La., has
been one of the most prolific programs in women’s basketball.
Making their 23rd-straight trip to the NCAA tournament, the Lady
Techsters are led by Western Athletic Conference Coach of the
Year Kurt Budke and WAC Player of the Year Amisha Carter.
Louisiana Tech’s winning streak currently stands at 19 games,
and it is coming off of a 76-52 win over Rice in the WAC
Championships.
Carter is a 6-foot-2-inch senior forward who averages 17.7 points
and 6.6 rebounds a game. Making her second appearance on the
WAC first team, 6-foot-2-inch senior forward Trina Frierson has
averaged 16.3 points and 6.6 rebounds a game.
Budke’s coach of the year honor is his second in as many years
as the head coach of Louisiana Tech. He took the position after legendary coach Leon Barmore retired in August 2002.
Barmore spent 20 years as the head coach of the Lady Techsters,
compiling a 576-87 record during his tenure. His all-time winning
percentage of 86.9 percent ranks number one among men’s or
women’s collegiate coaches.
Barmore led Louisiana Tech to the national championship game
five times, with a national championship title in 1988.
Also competing in Missoula is fourth-seeded Texas Tech (24-7)
and 13 seeded Maine (25-6). That game is scheduled to begin at 7
p.m., with the Lady Griz game following a half-hour after the conclusion of the first one.
All tournament games will be covered by ESPN, ESPN2 and
ESPN Full Court. The games from Missoula are scheduled to show
on ESPN2.
According to the NCAA, ESPN plans to televise games of local
interest in the home markets. While constant updates from around
the country will be provided, the networks will try not to switch to
another game during live action.
The winners of the Saturday night games will face off on
Monday night in Missoula. The times for those games will not be
released until after Saturday night’s games.
Tickets are still available for both nights and are $12 for reserved
seats, $8.50 for general admission and $6 for students.
-Kaimin Sports Staff

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims

The University of Montana
tennis team is off to a rough start
this season as it dropped three
matches in New Mexico over the
weekend.
Montana lost a 5-1 match
against the Aggies of New
Mexico State on Thursday. The
game’s start was delayed nearly
five hours because of rainy
weather conditions.
UM junior Jan Steenekamp,
making his first appearance of
the 2004 spring tennis season,
was the lone Grizzly to register a
victory. Steenekamp’s opponent,
NMSU’s Ben Archer-Clowes,
retired during the second set, and
thus Steenekamp walked away
with a 7-5, 3-0 victory. The
Aggies took the rest of the victories in a convincing fashion. Of
the five Montana losses, only
senior Ryan O’Neil’s loss was
not in straight sets.

Scott McGowan finished fourth in the indoor
mile with a time of 4:02.07 at the NCAA national
indoor track final this weekend, claiming his third
All-American title and breaking the University of
Montana school record for the mile.
McGowan, a UM senior who has earned two
previous All-American titles, one for the indoor
mile in 2002 and the outdoor 1,500 meter, was
considered the strongest Grizzly track athlete headed to nationals. He won the Big Sky Conference
mile at the regional championship in Bozeman,
Feb. 28 and 29.
At the preliminary race in Fayetteville, Ark.,
McGowan placed second overall. But, because of
his physical dimensions, he had to run a different,
more mental race in the final.
“It was a tactical race,” head track coach Tom
Raunig said. “He’s tall and struggles in a pack.
Andrew was leading for five laps, he got delegated
to the lead.”
Though McGowan’s out-in-front pacing might

Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to
a month

2004 NCAA
DIVISION I WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP
FIRST & SECOND ROUNDS
MARCH 20 & 22
ADAMS CENTER-DAHLBERG ARENA
MISSOULA, MONTANA
FOR TICKETS CALL: 406/243-4051
OR 888/MONTANA
HOSTED BY:
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA

www.NCAAsports.com

While the weather may have
cleared up the following day,
Montana’s fortunes did not. The
Griz were drubbed by the
University of New Mexico,
dropping all seven of their
matches to the Lobos, rated 66th
nationally.
Steenekamp also fell victim to
New Mexico as he was ousted in
straight sets by UNM’s Divan
Coetzee, who is ranked 22nd
nationally.
Once again, only one Montana
player wasn’t beat in straight
sets. This time the honor was
snagged by junior Gus Treyz
who lost to New Mexico’s Nick
Ames.
Montana closed out its weekend on Saturday with a 5-2 loss
to the University of Santa Fe.
Once again, Steenekamp led
Montana with a victory and was
aided by teammate Nick Tyree, a

senior who defeated Marcus
Foxseco of USF.
With the conclusion of their
disappointing tour of New
Mexico, the Grizzlies drop to 24 for the spring season. Montana
has claimed victories over the
Lewis & Clark State Warriors
and the Yellowjackets of
Montana State UniversityBillings. UM’s other loss came
at the hands of in-state rival
Montana State UniversityBozeman on Feb. 20.
Montana continues its season
this weekend as it hosts the UM
Spring Invitational. UM is slated
to square off against Nevada on
Friday and Gonzaga on Saturday.
MSU-Billings and Idaho are also
scheduled to compete in the
tournament.
-Kaimin Sports Staff

Griz runner places fourth at nationals

$360

BASKETBALL
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UM tennis has tough weekend

Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

Tuesday, March 16, 2004

Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35
& in good health
Call the donor info line

549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged

have gotten his face on ESPN2, it was not a position he really wanted.
“Being a tall guy, I tend to trip in groups (of
runners),” McGowan said. “I thought I had a
chance to win. In hindsight, I wouldn’t have led so
much,” he said.
Antony Ford was the only other UM representative in Arkansas. The England native failed to
qualify for the 5,000-meter run at the regional
meet in Bozeman and therefore had to compete a
week later in a last-chance meet at the University
of Washington.
Ford was burned out from the lack of rest,
Raunig said, and he failed to produce a good run
six days later at finals.
The sophomore placed ninth in the NCAA championship with a time of 14:04.60 and won his first
All-American title for indoor track.
-Kaimin Sports Staff
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Food fest
Continued from Page 1

February 2004.
“(The Japanese) are a lot better at it
than we are,” Westcott said.
“However, Americans are starting to
get better.”
He spoke of an arcade version
tucked into a corner at the Southgate
Mall.
“(In Japan,) it’s for the ‘cool’
crowd,” Westcott said. “Here, it’s
more or less for the geeks.”
All sorts of people, from University
professors to young children, participated in the dance-a-thon that continued throughout the afternoon.
“Yeah, this is awesome,” a teenage
boy said with glee.
Meanwhile in the same room, there
were dancers with bells and seductive
bellies who balanced 2-foot-long
swords on their heads and candles in
their hands.
Hands clapped, keeping beat with
the women’s thrusting hips. Teenage
boys in the corner giggled as they
looked upon a dance they found curiously humorous. A young boy in a red
shirt imitated the women with his
imaginary scarf, but he soon realized
people were watching him and ran to
hide in his mother’s lap.
A scurry of children rushed by,
chasing each other up the stairs and
into the UC Ballroom, where the
Children’s World festivities were held.
One boy stopped on his way up.
A young girl in a baby-blue
Kimono was dancing to a woman’s
simple voice with an Oriental red
umbrella.
In another corner, a group of children sat, fixated with their fingers in
their mouths, listening to a Native
American storyteller with a beaded
belt and coyote necklace.
“When the moon is full, go out and
look … some people say it’s the man
in the moon, others, the frog in the
moon. But back in days when my
people roamed the Earth, there was a
place created for the sky animals to
live,” the man said.
Outside the room, a young boy with
a shaved head spat loogies from the
third floor onto the commotion below.

The conglomeration of festivities
and tasteful foods of the world blasted
the UC with activities, but as the afternoon wore on, the gust began to quiet.
By 7 p.m., only the resonating
sounds of a quiet Sunday evening
remained in the UC.
There were left-over skewers from
the Indonesian satay, and the 4-footlong, blackened grill still smoked outside.
Chairs lay in disarray throughout
the UC Commons, with international
brochures, stained napkins and bits of
crafts from children’s colorful art projects.
Stained, crusty crock pots, disposable containers and serving utensils
were stacked up.
It was another successful year at the
International Food and Culture
Festival.
“I don’t want to see that kitchen at
least until next year,” Nellis said, as
she let out a deep sigh of a job well
done.

Found in Mt. Sentinel parking lot: red Eddie Bauer
fleece call Terry 240-7808
Lost: grey and black Fox Racing backpack w/ four
main pockets and 2 side pockets. Fox logo on front
pocket. If found call Chris @ 239-2903.
Lost: set of keys in the business building a couple of
weeks ago. Metal star with the letter ‘C’ and a metal
heart on keychain. Please call Claire if found 3603102
Lost: Broken Valley Roadshow bluegrass band. Any
information call 549-3752
Found: Ring in Lommasson women’s bathroom on
Thursday 3/11 morning. Claim at UC info desk.

FREE CONDOMS! FREE LUBE! Free, anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing . . .Call 243-2122
Worried about a depressed friend? Reaching out can
make a big difference. You don’t have to go it alone.
We can help you help! Medical Clinic at the Curry
Health Center, 243-2122
It’s 2 AM and you’ve just crashed your bike. The Curry
Health Center can stitch you up NOW. Use West Entry
or call 243-2122.
Stubborn, ugly warts, begone! Wart Treatments at
the Curry Health Center. Call for an appointment,
243-2122
FOODS FRIEND OR FOE This therapy group will investigate emotional vs. physical hunger, triggers for
overeating, body image, bingeing and/or purging and
self care. Thursdays 4:10, Beginning March 18th. Call
the Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) in
the Curry Health Center at 243-4711

who had worked on that job. The
sheriff’s department composed a
photo lineup of the workers and people matching the woman’s description
who were reported to Crime Stoppers
and the sheriff’s department.
According to court documents, the
woman immediately identified
Norling, a former employee of Stat!
Disaster Restoration, as the man who
assaulted her.
Norling admitted in interviews with
detectives to the abduction and rape of
the UM student, according to court
documents, and to stealing the
revolver from the Hamilton home.
Although court documents say
Norling denied involvement in another assault reported on the UM campus
Wednesday night, Van Valkenburg
said authorities are looking into a pos-

Staff Pharmacists Wanted
We currently seek the following positions:

We offer competitive benefits (medical/
dental/vision), three weeks vacation plus six
Staff Pharmacist–Community
days of sick leave, a matching 401(k) plan,
Pharmacy (Retail)
paid bereavement and jury duty days, seven
Hours are from 9 AM to 6 PM
paid holidays, life insurance and more. We
will also assist you in paying for the
Staff Pharmacist–Institutional
California Pharmacy Board Preparation.
Pharmacy (Closed door pharmacy)
If you are interested, please fax or email
Hours are from 9 AM to 6 AM with an
your resume to: (530) 246-2843 or
additional 4 hours every 7th Saturday.
hr@owenshealthcare.com. For additional
Paid “On-Call”.
company information our phone number is
We are closed on all major holidays.
(866) OHC-HIRE or visit our web site at
Staff Pharmacy positions pay $49.00/hr.
www.owenshealthcare.com.

k iosk
WHY WEIGHT? This seminar, led by a counselor and a
dietician, is for women who wish a healthier relationship with food and their body. Topics to be covered
include: thought patterns, nutrition, and body
image. Tuesdays 1:10-2:30 beginning March 23rd.
Call the Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS)
in the Curry Health Center at 243-4711
ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER GROUP This group will
help students learn to manage ADD to optimize their
college experience. Tuesday’s 3:10-4:00 beginning
March 23rd. Call the Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS) in the Curry Health Center at 2434711

HELP WANTED
WANTED

Summer work study position @ children’s shelter.
Shifts available Monday - Sunday are 9pm - midnight,
midnight - 6:30am, 6:30am - 8am, or a combination
of the three. Call Teresa @ 549-0058.
Great Opportunity Market Research Telephone
Interviews Applications are being accepted at
Research Data Design: Apply in person at 2685 Palmer
St. Ste. D, M-F 10am - 4pm or call 728-8290
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation (RMEF) Work-Study
Assistant RMEF, a non-profit conservation organization (www.rmef.org) , is currently seeking two individuals to perform data entry, file maintenance,
copying, and work processing duties. Applications
must be eligible for work-study financial aid.
Excellent database skills and attention to detail
required. Wage is $8.00/hr. Send resume and cover
letter to bbenett@rmef.org

Performers wanted in the UC Junga Juice for Open
Mic Night March 23rd from 7pm-12am. Call 243-6189
to sign up.
Missoula Parks and Recreation is accepting applications for part-time, seasonal positions as park maintenance workers, tennis staff, sport coaches and officials, playground teachers, aquatic staff, office assistant/program manager, ropes/teamcourse facilitatory and outdoor program staff. Also accepting Teen
Work-reation volunteer applications. Position open
until filled. Applications and job descriptions at
Missoula Parks and Recreation, 100 Hickory St., or
download
application
and
job
info
at
http://www.missoulaparks.org No phone calls,
please. EEO/AA, M/F, V/H Employer.
Make Money taking Online Surveys. Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys. Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups. Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum
YMCA SKATE PARK PT spring & summer positions.
Hours vary (M-F 3-close, Wknds noon-close + rentals)
Must be safety conscious. CPR/First Aid required.
Pick up application at 3000 Russell. No phone calls.
Closes 3/21/04.
Impact this year’s national election! The Office for
Civic Engagement is now accepting applications for a
part-time, student Voter Education Coordinator. Plan
and implement voter education for UM community.
April-November 2004, 10-15 hours/week @
$7.25/hour. Applications available in Social Science
126, deadline March 24th.
Carpenters needed. Journeyman or apprentice level.
Full tool belt required. Call 327-5001

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

his attorney once one was appointed
for him.
Van Valkenburg said UM Public
Safety was one of many agencies that
helped in the case.
“They, I think, were very helpful in
terms of trying to establish the time
line involved with when the victim
was abducted,” he said.
Norling will be arraigned on March
30.

(Call us even if you are graduating in May 2004)

Up to $500/Wk processing mail. Get paid for each
piece. Create your own schedule. (626) 821-4061”

PERSONALS

Continued from Page 1

sible association.
“It’s similar enough that it still, I
think, requires investigation,” he said.
In court Friday, Van Valkenburg
recommended $500,000 bail due to
the severity of the charges against
Norling. He said Norling has had misdemeanor charges in other places in
Montana.
Norling asked the judge if counseling would be available for him.
Orzech said he would need to consult

Since 1957 Owens Health has been committed to
being a premier provider of innovative healthcare
solutions in the areas of home infusion, institutional
pharmacy, home medical equipment and community
pharmacy. We are located in beautiful Redding
California near Whiskey Town and Shasta Lakes.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.
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K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

SERVICES
SERVICES

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED

ASTROLOGY! Complete charts and Consultations
available.
Contact Misty at 543-8081 or
astrology@montana.com

22 yr old female looking for roommate to share home
just west of town. Furnished, fenced yard, all pets
welcome. Avail. now. Call Marie @ 728-2463

Professional carpet cleaning, Average Apartment $45
- $55, call Melissa 721-0175, 21 years experience.

COMPUTERS

Resumes, transcription, report typing, editing. Fast,
student discounts. www.atozwordprocessing.com,
728-3888

Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

“Wildland Fire Training” call 543-0013
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING $1.00/page
542-0837.
Ride your bike across America. We have the maps and
the tours to help. www.adventurecycling.org/c1

FOR SALE
Free Rabbit to good home. 531-5154
90 VW Fox, 4 speed, reliable, 25+ mpg, winter tires
include., $1200/offer call Randa between 11am &
4pm 829-1729

WANTED TO
TO RENT
Wanted to rent: 2-3 bdrm fully furnished house in
University District for month of July. Please contact
Janie @ 928-710-1816

RAFT GUIDE & RIVER RES CUE CLASSES IN MISSOULA
Raft Guide School. A comprehensive 5 day course for
novice river guides and recreational boaters.
Includes certification. April and May Classes. $355.
Swiftwater Rescue Technician, 3 day state of the art
river rescue class certified through Rescue 3. April,
May, and June Classes. Montana River Guides 2734718 www.montanariverguides.com

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
PARTICIPANTS WANTED: Service-Learning projects to
Moab, Phoenix, and Arcata. Travel and earn valuable
experience over spring break. $200-330. Call Ben @
OCE 243-5531 ASAP!!!

FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
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